Introduction.
All groups considered in the sequel are abelian -groups without elements of infinite height. Topological notions refer to the £-adic topology. Notation and terminology follow [2] , the main exception being that groups in which every bounded Cauchy sequence converges are called torsion complete, the word "closed" being reserved for its topological sense.
In [4] Kolettis introduced the notion of a semicomplete group, i.e. a group which is the direct sum of a torsion complete group and a direct sum of cyclics, and showed that any two such decompositions had isomorphic refinements. These groups form a natural subject for investigation, subsuming the two classes of most understood groups. The more extensive class, playing the title role here, has the same attraction and is considerably less ad hoc. The main objective of this paper is to prove the isomorphic refinement theorem for any two decompositions of a group in this class.
2. Basic weapons. We begin with a lemma concerning extending purifications of subgroups of the socle of a torsion complete group. [pXj] converges to some element y = pz (pG is closed). Therefore {p(xj -z)} converges to 0 and we can find elements grGG and a subsequence {x/(r)} such that p(xiM-z) =prgr. Now \xj(T)-z -pr~1gr} is a Cauchy sequence in G[p] and so converges to ft£G [p] . Therefore {#/(,•)} and hence {xj\ converges to ft+z.
Combining these results we show our class to be closed under summands. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We shall say that an arbitrary summand 77 of G can be pulled out of Ej A,-if the Afs decompose as above. The proof divides into three parts.
(1) If 77 C ^j A,, I a finite subset of J, then 77 can be pulled out.
It is clearly enough to show that 77 can be pulled out of Er A,-. Since everything in sight is torsion complete, this follows from Corollary 34.5 of [2] . Therefore G/H®K®H0^G and we may assume (replacing K by T using Theorem 17 of [3] ) that KC. Ei Aj. Thus we can pull K and then 77o out and hence can pull out 77.
We are now in a position to prove the bulk of the refinement theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a direct sum of countably many torsion complete groups. Any two decompositions of G into countably many groups have isomorphic refinements.
Proof. Suppose G=^2? ^4,-=Er Bj. By Theorem 1 we can assume that At and 73,■ are torsion complete. We shall construct groups An and Bti such that 4,sE> (Aij®Bi,) and 73^E; (An ®Bis).
In the interest of clarity we shall not formalize the construction but
give the first few steps and indicate the general procedure. By Lemma 4 we can pull ^41 out of E™ 73,; ^4i= E" ^iy> Bj=Aij®Bj, leaving E2" A <S Ei°° BJ. We now pull 73/ out of Ea" A a B( = E2" Bn, Ai^Bn®A[, leaving E2" ^/ = E2" 73/. Now pull Ai out of Er 73/ etc., crisscrossing back and forth and exhausting both decompositions.
We note the following corollary concerning semicomplete groups which follows immediately.
Corollary. If G is a semicomplete group so is any summand of G.
We now have the refinement theorem for countable decompositions. The next lemma, which parallels well known facts about decomposing torsion complete groups, says that all decompositions are essentially countable.
Lemma 5. Let G be a direct sum of countably many torsion complete groups. If G= 2^73/ then all but a countable number of the Bj's are bounded.
Proof. By Theorem 1 we may assume the Bj's are torsion complete, that there are uncountably many of them and that none are bounded. Let G = J^" Ait A{ torsion complete. Since 73/ is unbounded, there exists a positive integer n such that Bj\p]r\'Y^x Ai has unbounded height. Since there are uncountably many Bj's, there is some n for which this holds for infinitely many Bj's. This contradicts Lemma 3. We may further assume that each C, and Dt is cyclic. Let C= ^C,, D= X)D,. By Theorem 2,the decompositions Yii Ai®C= X)"-8;©-0 have isomorphic refinements ^Eu= ^Pu. We may assume that if Eu is a summand of C then Eu = C, for some 5, and similarly for Fu. Thus each Eu is a summand of an A" s£I, and each Fu is a summand of a B,, <G-7, completing the proof.
